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Abstract—This work presents analyses of interaction of
fractional- and integer-order transfer functions when their
responses are added together by simple linear operation of sum.
The mathematical background is very complex but practical
consequences may be very useful for further design of
electronically reconfigurable circuits including modification of
shape of the resulting magnitude and phase responses. Described
approach allows control of constant phase shift in limited
operational bandwidth by single parameter that is documented
by PSpice simulations with models of common of-the-shelf active
elements.

are subparts of the system blocks that also contribute to the
overall transfer function. However, these controllers are more
complex than solution introduced in this paper and require also
additional signal path(s). These controllers do not consider
other possible utilization of resulting responses and their
theoretical suability for different applications. The symbolical
expressions for linear mathematical operations in case of
systems including fractional-order device are quite complex
but the particular settings of circuit features (loop gains, time
constants, orders, etc.) may bring interesting features in
frequency responses.

Keywords—Constant phase element; fractional-order;
integer-order; linear operation; phase shift control; transfer
response.

This paper brings brief study of resulting transfer response
gained as sum of fractional- and integer-order lossy low-pass
transfers and some experiments with parameters forming both
responses and also overall behavior. The specific setting of the
circuit model allows us to obtain variable value of constant
phase shift (controlled by single parameter) in limited
operational bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION
Systems including or employing fractional-order [1]
components start to be important in common technical practice
(see for example design of oscillators [2], [3], filters [4], [5],
organic impedance modeling [6], regulation and control [7][9], etc.). Many aspects of combination or interconnection of
fractional-order elements (two-terminals) has been studied
recently [10]-[11]. These works deal with ideal or
approximated representation of behavior of fractional-order
passive element or the observations are based on real fabricated
fractional-order devices constructed in several ways
(chemicals/liquids [12], polymer composites [13], ferroelectric
materials [11], carbon materials [14], deposited layers of
different materials) [15], etc.). These devices are also known as
so-called constant phase elements (CPEs) [16], [17].
In recent years, these fractional-order elements were
studied in many linear passive and active filtering circuits (for
example [4], [5] and references cited therein) or particular
impedance generating topologies (for example [6], [18]-[20])
and their electronically controllable applications (see for
example integrators and differentiators in [21], [22]). However,
the basic mathematical operations of symbolical voltage
transfer functions (where one of them has fractional-order
character) that are added together have not been studied in
detail in past. There are exceptions regarding fractional-order
proportional, integral and/or derivative controllers (see for
example [6]-[9]) where fractional-order elements (and devices)
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II. STUDIED VOLTAGE-MODE TOPOLOGY
The interconnection of fractional-order and integer-order
low-pass voltage-mode transfer blocks (lossy integrators) is
shown in Fig. 1(a). This concept, redrawn to specific circuit
topology (Fig. 1(b)), has the following transfer function:
KC (s)  H (s)  G( s) ,
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where partial transfers H(s) and G(s) have respective forms:
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Each low-pass block has own time constant and pass-band
gain. The overall transfer function of the system is:
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It can be rearranged to complex form by Euler formula
s = [cos(x) + jsin(x)], where x =/2, as:

K C ( j ) 
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The overall phase response can be calculated from (4) and (5)
respectively as:
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resulting low-pass response in this particular design. We used
only parameter B (pass-band gain of lossy integer-order
integrator) for stepping from 0.1 up to 10 in order to see the
full effect on overall behavior with particular setting of time
constants: τ1 = 50 ms, τ2 = 50 s, α = 0.25, and A = 1. Results
in Fig. 5 indicates possibility of extension of area with maximal
value of phase shift and forming of the shape (width of the
lobe) by appropriate (increased) ratio of time constants. Large
distance of values of time constants and increasing gain B
extends area with maximal phase shift. Specific configuration
of parameters may lead to wider range of “constant” phase than
shown in Fig. 2 to Fig. 4.
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Fig. 1. The studied voltage-mode topology: a) general concept, b) the
simplest circuit.

III. STUDY OF BEHAVIOR
These initial values of parameters were used:
τ1 = τ2 = 50 s,
A = B = 1.
It
results
into
R1 = R2 = 1 kCα = 50∙10–9 F/sec1–α (for all tested values of α)
and Ci = 50 nF. We are studying the proposed system in three
aspects: a) variation of the pass band gain (A = B, A = 2B,
A = B/2), b) variation of time constant (τ1 = τ2, τ1 = 2τ2,
τ1 = τ2/2), c) variation of the order of the fractional-order lowpass segment (α = 1, α = 0.75, α = 0.5, α = 0.25). The Matlab
and Mathcad environments are used for these mathematical
analyses.
The resulting ideal behavior is documented by Fig. 2 –
Fig. 4. The values of constant parameters are included directly
in figures. Variation of pass-band gains A, B has direct impact
on maximal available phase shift, pass-band and stop-band
gain as well as slope changes between these bands. The
resulting frequency responses of the structure in dependence on
A, B are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 indicates significantly lower
impact of different ratios of time constants on resulting
responses because of A = B. In comparison to the case with A
not equal to B (Fig. 5 described below), the ratio of time
constants should be in thousands in order to obtain any
significant effect. Figure 4 shows results of intentional change
of order α. It has influence on stop-band behavior of the

b)
Fig. 2. Ideal frequency responses of the topology for different ratios of passband gains (A, B): a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses.

a)

τ1 = 7 s,  = 0.25 that fits the behavior of modified CPE in
studied bandwidth inspired by [23]. Note that there is
significant difference between approximated and ideal case at
low frequencies due to limited validity of approximation for
these frequencies. The integer order low-pass section G(s) has
fixed time constant (3): τ2 = 10 s, that results into R2 = 1 k
and Ci = 10 nF. The 3D plot (Fig. 6) with discussed ideal
model indicates magnitude and phase changes for continuous
variation of H(s) order in range 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

b)
Fig. 3. Ideal frequency responses of the topology for different ratios of time
constants (τ1, τ2): a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses.

Previous discussions considered ideal character of capacitor
C used in fractional-order lossy block. We designed this CPE
element by method shown in [16], [17] and analyzed system
topology with PSpice macromodels of real off-the-shelf active
elements. The full topology is shown in Fig. 7. The amplifier
(VGA) is implemented by VCA810 with controllable gain
(B = 102(Vset_B–1)), the operational transconductance amplifier
(OTA) uses well known OPA860 device, transconductance
was fixed to gm = 1 mS and differential difference amplifier
(DDA) providing sum of two input voltages is based on
AD8130. Each active element was supplied by ± 5 V voltage.
Results of simulations of the topology with approximant of C
and ideal element (phase constant in infinite range of
frequencies) have been compared in 2D graph in Fig. 8 for
three values of B. Note that the pass-band gain B is variable by
driving voltage Vset_B. Figure 9 shows the CPE topology and all
values of used elements.

a)

a)

b)
Fig. 4. Ideal frequency responses of the topology for variation of order :
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses.

IV. TESTS OF TOPOLOGY WITH APPROXIMANT OF FRACTIONALORDER INTEGRATOR
The magnitude and phase traces of approximated
fractional-order part H(s) [23], used in the following
verification, represent this setting of ideal model (2): A = 100,

b)
Fig. 5. Ideal frequency responses of the topology for variation of gain B:
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses.

–16° (B = 1) and –23° (B = 0.1). The maximal phase ripple
does not overcome ±1.5° ( = –23°) in this operational band.
The theoretical phase shift –22.5° is maximal available phase
shift for used CPE element (Fig. 9) in our fractional-order
integrator. Therefore, increase of gain B causes decrease of
phase shift from maximal available value. It is clear that
intentional additional pole of the low-pass section G(s)
degrades operational bandwidth (it unintentionally influences
zero in resulting function) of the CPE used in fractional-order
part H(s) and, therefore, also significantly reduces useful
bandwidth of the device and has impact on the phase ripple.
Nevertheless, there are some effects worth further study
(beyond of extend of this initial study). There is possibility to
adjust (in limited bandwidth) the order (and phase shift) by
single controllable parameter. The observed impact on trace
slope in magnitude as well as shifting of “constant” phase in
phase responses (in limited bandwidth) clearly documents and
implies this hypothesis.

a)

b)
Fig. 6. The 3D plot of studied topology for initial setting (A = 100, τ1 = 7,
B = 1, τ2 = 10 s) and variable α: a) magnitude vs order vs frequency
dependence, b) phase vs order vs frequency dependence.
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Fig. 7. Real implementation of topology from Fig. 1 tested by simulations.

It is clearly visible that some “constant” operational
bandwidth (depending also on B value) occurs approximately
between 40 Hz and 1 kHz (valid for all tested values of B = 0.1,
1, 10). The phase shift  reaches in this region –5° (B = 10),
CPE
C
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R1
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0.56 F

b)
Fig. 8. Frequency responses of the topology simulated in PSpice for variation
of gain B: a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses.
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Fig. 9. RC chain of CPE (topology adopted from [23], values recalculated for this particular application).

V. CONCLUSION
We presented system summing two different transfer functions.
One of them is of integer order and second one is of fractional
order, therefore, we can observe and study effects of interaction
of them when control of parameters of their transfers is applied.
Based on results of our initial study, some parameters,
including variable time constants and especially pass-band gain
of integer-order signal path, seems to be useful for
shaping
of the resulting response for various design requirements. It
could be very useful because direct control of parameters of
fractional-order response is usually much more complicated.
Appropriate setting of time constants allowed us to verify
variable value of “constant” phase in approximately one and
half decade of operational bandwidth for three different phase
shifts from –23° up to –5° when voltage pass-band gain B was
varied from 0.1 up to 10. Bandwidth showed in these results is
set from 10 Hz up to 1 MHz because important details for our
study belongs to this range or further change of responses
(approaching of traces to −22.5°) occurs at frequency higher
than 1 THz (after 6 decades). Of course simulation tools and
models would be only theoretical in this band, therefore,
frequency range is limited as mentioned above. The
development of methodology requires further precise study and
work on this topic including experimental verification.
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